Becoming A Griffin
From a young age, I was always taught to be firm in my beliefs, to be absolutely sure of what I
was doing, and to leave absolutely no room for doubt. That alongside my type A personality left
little to no room for unsureness or uncertainty. After all, if your faith was rock solid then it could
withhold any storm. But as life often goes, the storms came and brought along with them
confusion, doubt, and the scariest of them all, anxiety.
Reflecting on the past four years of my life is something that I don’t do very often. I don’t take
the time that I should to look back at the person who I was when I walked into the doors of
Fontbonne University and acknowledge how different the person writing this today is. The first
lesson that college taught me was that the storms will come, and they come with a vengeance.
My very first day at Fontbonne is one I will never forget. I graduated high school via an online
format, not because COVID-19, that wasn’t around yet, but because my life had been turned
upside down by crippling anxiety. My panic took over my life, and not even my certainty or faith
could make this demon go away. Walking into Fontbonne for freshmen orientation was an
experience that brought along with it anxiety, panic, and uncertainty. Questions rumbled through
my head like what was I doing here? Do I truly belong? Do I have what it takes to make it
through college? I recall the exact moment that my parents left, weepy-eyed, and I looked at
them and muttered the words, “I don’t know if I can do this.” At that very moment, I was filled
with uncertainty and anxiety about what the path of life had waiting for me.

But I knew I was in the place where I belonged when an orientation leader noticed that I wasn’t
having a great first day. She popped her head into my room and asked how I was doing. Like any
typical freshmen, I lied and told her that I was fine and just getting settled in. That was a habit
that I had fallen victim to, not wanting to be truthful with myself or others about the emotions
that I was feeling. But throughout my orientation experience, I remembered a moment that I had
with my high school English teacher. On one of my papers, that I decided to be open and honest
about my life, the struggles I was facing, and the not-so-certain life I was living. He wrote a note
that said, “William Blake Klenke, don’t you ever retreat to your shell because you have so much
to offer this world.”
After orientation was over and before the first day of classes, I decided to find that orientation
leader who checked in on me, and tell her how scared I was to start classes and how uncertain I
was in my ability to do so. Through opening up and being the truest, most honest version of
myself with her, I felt some weight fall off my shoulders. She pointed me in the direction of
resources that I was previously ignorant of and taught me to advocate for myself.
In connecting with various resources on campus, I realized that I wasn’t alone. That I had a team
of people who before they even truly knew me, were cheering me on and championing my
success. This taught me a more valuable lesson that would ring true for the remaining semesters
ahead. The storms will come and it’s okay to not be certain of the direction ahead, but what isn’t
okay is to retreat back in your shell. That when the storms come, asking for help isn’t a sign of
weakness, but a sign of self-empowerment. I still deal with anxiety on a daily basis, but have
become much better at managing the symptoms and underlying effects by utilizing my therapist
and on-campus counseling resources. Going back and thinking about the past four years, I can’t
count on both hands and feet how many times storms have been thrown my way, how many
times the wind has been knocked out of my sail, and how many times I have lived in a state of
uncertainty, not knowing what lied in the path ahead. However, that turning point when I chose
to embrace that uncertainty was okay, and decided to come out of my shell and open up to those
around me, proved to be a landmark in my time spent at Fontbonne.

Artifact 1 Transformation

My first day as a Griffin at freshmen orientation (August 2018).

Being My Authentic Self
I’ve heard it said that some of the greatest learning or momentous changes during one’s college
years happen beyond the four walls of any classroom, lecture hall, or office. My journey of selfdiscovery, love, and acceptance follows this truth. Entering Fontbonne as a freshman, I had just
recently begun what many would refer to as my “coming out” process. That is, I had told my
direct family and closest friends that I was gay but hadn’t publicly told anyone. You see, I grew
up and was socialized in a world that was hyper-fixated on the norm. Whatever the vast majority
of people were doing, was considered the right thing to do. So being gay literally wasn’t an
option. I made up and lived a lie out of comfort, fear, and choosing the safe option.

Even after coming out to the closest people in my life, I still wasn’t truly loving myself or felt
like I had any sense of belonging in the world. I found myself making ultimatums to those that I
told, telling them that my sexuality was something that should under no circumstances ever be
discussed or revealed to anyone. I didn’t realize how damaging this rhetoric was and how
uncomfortable I still was with my sexuality. The heterosexual part that I was playing was how I
felt the world wanted me to show up every day and I didn’t like the truth about my sexuality, so
living a lie was convenient.
But it was during my freshmen year, through talking with a professor who remains influential in
my life, and a counselor that specialized in LGBT counseling that I decided it was time to start
living out publicly who I knew myself to be. I started by working up the courage to tell my
freshmen roommate, an experience I will never forget. On September 4, 2018, I came out as gay
to my college roommate. And this set the trajectory for the rate at which I decided to open up and
be my truest self to those around me.
For those who are reading this that might not know, Fontbonne is a Catholic institution. My
former experiences with people who claimed to be Christ-followers didn’t exactly make this an
easy pill to swallow. I knew Fontbonne had a mission to love everyone but I frequently heard the
adages “hate the sin love the sinner,” or was victim to the famous exclusive love that deemed me
“less than” and therefore, not worthy of the same love given to everyone else. But the response I
received from my roommate was one that truly aligned with loving everyone regardless. I had
worked myself up and played the infamous “what if” game in my head, self-deprecating to the
millions of things that could go wrong in that exact moment, but was given a response that
consisted of love, acceptance, and changed absolutely nothing about the relationship we had
built.
This response gave me the confidence to go forth in the world and continue the coming out
process at an expedited rate. I was telling all my friends, people I had just met, and then publicly
came out the world. My naïve freshman self thought that by coming out, I was learning to love
and accept myself for who I truly was. But that isn’t where the story ends, it is just where it
begins. Coming out to the world didn’t erase the years of socialization and it didn’t magically
make me love myself. That took work and still takes work to this day. The wall that I had built
with bricks of self-criticism, doubt, and shame about the life I was living and who I loved was

still standing tall. Knocking it down wasn’t an easy task. It took continued therapy sessions with
a counselor talking out the internalized homophobia that was a result of my socialization.
If this transformative experience taught me one thing it’s that sometimes the things that scare
you the most can be the most rewarding experiences. Living my life as my true self has started
to repair deep wounds. Learning that I could be whatever version of myself that I wanted to be,
and didn’t have to be what others expected of me is a lesson I’ll never take for granted. Don’t get
me wrong, the story doesn’t end here. I still have a long way to go to truly love myself the way
that I should and I still find myself discovering new things about myself every day. But offering
the most authentic version of myself to this world is what I will continue to do, choosing the
option that best serves my needs and not the one that is always the most comfortable or safest.

Mastering My Craft
Being a Speech-Language Pathology (SLP) major at a liberal arts institution has allowed me the
opportunity to explore interests beyond my direct scope of practice. Through taking the required
general education courses, I found a deep love for special education. As a future SLP, I knew I
always wanted to work in a school setting and thought that taking special education classes could
help me gain better insight on working as a professional in schools. After a conversation with my
advisor and filling out the proper forms, I officially added a special education minor to my SLP
degree.
It wasn’t until about the second or third course that I took with this minor that I started to realize
how closely the field of special education related to my work as an SLP. In building relationships
with professors and talking about professional goals, I was able to adapt some of my coursework
in the special education classes to be more in line with what I will be doing in my future career.
With this minor, I also was allowed to learn more about policy that governs Individual Education
Plans (IEPs), learn more about the different philosophies of teaching, and gain a better
understanding of how an SLP can collaborate with special education teachers.
My greatest experience with adding this minor came when I took a practicum course and
shadowed a local high school SLP for 40 hours. This experience is one that I wouldn’t have been
able to have in my normal undergraduate SLP coursework, but it was just the experience that I
needed to know that I had chosen the right career. I fell in love with the SLP I was working with
and the students that I eventually got to work with too. I was able to see in real-time what a
school-based SLP does day-to-day and knew that this is the area that I wanted to enter after I
graduated from college. In working with these students I applied therapeutic techniques I had

been learning about to real-world scenarios, track data, and see student growth through tried and
true methods. I also was able to learn some tricks of the trade from my supervising SLP who had
been in the district for a long period and was willing to share her words of wisdom and lessons
learned with me.
By simply taking some courses that weren’t required but intrigued me, I was able to connect my
learning from different courses in two different departments together into one cohesive unit. This
exploration helped me grow personally and in a professional realm as well. In special education
courses, I learned effective behavior management techniques, how different disabilities present
themselves in varying individuals, and laws and policies surrounding working with students who
need special education services. I combined this knowledge with my pre-existing knowledge
base of therapy techniques, clinical methods, and different speech and language disorders to fully
understand the students that I worked with in my practicum experience. By having both
knowledge bases, I was able to connect with students and professional staff on deeper levels.
Understanding different disabilities allowed me to effectively plan speech and language
treatment that best served the client’s that I worked with.
I count myself fortunate to have had this experience throughout my collegiate journey and know
that it will only make me a better professional, school-based SLP, and person after I officially
leave Fontbonne and enter the workforce. But I would’ve never had these amazing experiences if
I didn’t take a leap of faith and take a course just because. Sometimes those courses that aren’t
required but deeply interest you can be the most beneficial ones to your collegiate career. I
would advise anyone throughout their time in college to take a couple of courses outside of your
department, find something that interests you, or take a class just because. It is in these
explorations that some of the greatest learning and experiences happen.

Artifact 1 Exploration

Complete the sentence reflection from my practicum experience shadowing a Speech-Language
Pathologist (SLP).

Finding My Strengths
Part of my exploration on campus came in the form of figuring out more about myself, my
talents, and my strengths. During my freshmen year, as part of a leadership development
program, I completed the Clifton Strengths Quest. This multiple-choice personality assessment is
taken to show individuals their natural strengths or areas of talents that an individual already
possesses. This was something that I used throughout my time at Fontbonne and I was lucky
enough to serve in many different positions that allowed me to explore using the strengths in
different capacities. After taking the assessment, it was revealed that my top strengths lie in the
domain of relationship building. My top five strengths are includer, developer, responsibility,
restorative, and learner. These are the strengths that I carried with me during my involvement
with campus leadership opportunities, committee involvement, and even personal interactions.
My strength as an includer allowed me to serve as a WING Orientation Leader. I was always
finding new and innovative ways to welcome people in the Fontbonne community that I have
come to love. As an includer, I always wanted to ensure that no one felt left out and was always
looking for ways to involve different people in different activities.
As a developer, I took other people on the journey with me. I was able to recognize and cultivate
the potential in others that they may not even see in themselves. Throughout my time at
Fontbonne, I was able to serve as a friend and mentor to many underclassmen that had questions
about navigating college life. I always wanted to be able to provide these individuals with the
support they needed and inspire them to keep going.
My responsibility strength can best be seen in the committee involvement that I held while being
an undergraduate student on campus. Being appointed to committees and serving as a student
voice was a task that I took very seriously. I was openly getting student feedback and funneling
this information to university leadership, with critical deadlines that had to be met to advance
campus initiatives.
As a restorative person, I was always looking for problems that I could solve and ways to make
things better. This was seen through my active involvement with student government, trying to

find ways to make Fontbonne better, as well as other leadership positions that you will hear more
about in the leadership section of this portfolio.
Finally, as a learner, I had a deep love for learning. This is what ultimately drew me towards the
TELOS honors program. I wanted to take what I was learning in classes and always take it a step
further. Through this, I was able to become involved with my major-specific organization, the
National Student Speech-Language-Hearing Association, and also work under the direction of a
faculty supervisor to produce research. TELOS has equipped me with the fact that knowledge is
ever-changing and evolving and that the process of learning is never finished. Through creative
inquiry, I was able to explore class topics on a deeper level and apply my learning to new
situations.
Having the opportunity in my collegiate career to not only learn about the strengths I had but
also be able to explore different ways to use them has helped me grow as a person. The four
years that I have been at Fontbonne can easily be marked as the most transformative years of my
life. It was during this time that I explored leadership opportunities, became aware of strengths
that I brought to teams, joined committees and student organizations, and engage in learning that
occurred both inside and outside of the classroom. Knowing the strengths that I already naturally
possess and being able to articulate how I’ve used them, and how I will continue to use them
after my time at Fontbonne has commenced, will prove valuable in my journey of life. As I enter
the next chapter in my life and continue on with graduate studies and then eventually a career, I
know these strengths will serve in my best interest. When challenges are thrown my way, as I
embark on new journeys, and as I continue to cultivate and develop these strengths, I understand
what I bring to the table as part of any team that I find myself a part of.

Artifact 2 Exploration

Top Five Clifton Strengths

Miracle Maker
When I arrived at Fontbonne, I decided that I wanted my experience to differ greatly in terms of
my high school involvement. In high school, I decided to not get involved with any organizations
or extracurriculars and if I could go back and change that, I would. But Fontbonne is the place
where I really learned about leadership and where my leadership skills were used, developed,
and challenged.
In my freshmen year, I decided to attend all of the events during welcome week. I was trying to
make different connections and see what college life had to offer. As part of this week of events,
I stopped by the Dance Marathon . I will never forget the huge slide in the meadow and the
friendly faces that I talked to. At that moment, if you would have told me that those friendly
faces would become my best friends and that I would eventually take over the presidency of this
organization, I would’ve told you that you were crazy.
But I decided to sign up and be a member of the morale team. As part of this team, I worked
closely with the executive board to push the mission of the organization further. This
organization raises critical funds for the Children’s Miracle Network of Greater Saint Louis and
our two local world-class pediatric hospitals. All of the fundraising efforts are celebrated at the
end of the year during a twelve-hour dance marathon, in which there are games, lots of food, and
appearances from the families whose lives we change.
As a part of this team, I made deep connections. Connections with the executive board who
introduced me to the organization and really sparked my passion. I bonded with the team that I

worked with, spending most of my free hours planning events and campaigns with them.
However, the most important relation was the connecting with the cause. This organization has
and continues to change the lives of children and families treated right here in Saint Louis. As
part of the organization, there have been countless hospital nights that I have been lucky to be a
part of. This gives the families a chance to have a change of pace from the normal and schedulebased lives that they live in the hospital every day. It gets them out of their rooms and most of
them are open to sharing their struggles and how the money raised directly benefits them. During
my freshman year, I immediately connected with these families and knew that I wanted to find a
way to continue to further this cause I became so passionate about.
After a year on the morale team, I was asked to join the executive board. Then with a super quick
turnaround, in my junior year, I took my current position as the president of the organization.
This organization has taught me about servant leadership and how to motivate people to rally
behind a cause. It continues to surprise me that we raise tens of thousands of dollars each year to
support our member hospitals. But one of the most important takeaways from this experience is
learning how to always do the right thing even when it’s hard. For me, this meant making
decisions that required more work, having uncomfortable conversations with my team, and
ensuring every decision I made benefitted our member hospitals. This journey from being a
morale member to holding the presidency hasn’t been easy. There have been times when event
plans had to rapidly change due to COVID, disagreements among members of the team caused
tension, and long and late nights of planning out fundraising campaigns. But at the end of it all,
my team and I continued to push through. The hard work and late nights all suddenly become
worth it during a twelve-hour event where you spend your time dancing off more calories than
you have time to eat. Seeing the faces of the lives of the individuals that you change is a feeling
that I could never begin to put into words.
This organization sparked a passion in me that I continue to nurture. As I graduate, I will be a
proud alum of this organization and continue to find ways to further the cause and grow the
alumni network. This experience is one that I will hold on to and the memories made will outlive
my time at Fontbonne. My presidency ends in a little over a month and for any future executive
teams, my words of encouragement remain to be, push through any struggles that you may
encounter during your time, always stay connected to your why, remember the families that we

are raising funds for in everything that you do, and have a blast while doing it because you will
be graduating before you know it.

Artifact 1 Leadership

Certificate from GriffinTHON's 2022 Main Event raising over $50,000.

Soaring With My WINGs
Normal, typical, and uneventful are three words that I would not use to describe my orientation
experience. After all, my first few moments on Fontbonne’s campus during orientation were
filled with self-doubt, worry, and anxiety. But it was through the leadership of the WING
transition leaders that Fontbonne started to become the place that I now call home. After my
orientation experience, I vowed that I wanted to help make the transition into college life as
seamless as possible. I had firsthand experienced this transition and knew how rough it was on
me and wanted others to know that it was okay to have doubts and worries in this life-altering
process.

The best way that I knew how to do this was to join the WING team. After going through the
application and interview process, I was lucky enough to land a spot on the team as a transition
leader. I was partnered with an upperclassman who I worked closely with for a whole semester
before orientation officially began for the incoming class. With my partner, I shared the story of
my orientation experience and why I wanted to be a part of the team. She encouraged me to use
this vulnerability as a strength and share my story with others that might be feeling the same way
about their transition but are too scared or shy to say something.
When orientation began, I was so excited to meet my team of incoming freshmen and help them
navigate the higher education system at Fontbonne. I remember reflecting back on my
experience and remembering the nerves, the discomfort of participating in icebreakers, and the
millions of questions that I had asked my orientation leaders. My partner and I engaged in this
reflective process quite often throughout the orientation experience, remembering our orientation
and things we liked that our leaders did and things we wanted to change. We incorporated this in
every facet of orientation and made our team and the classroom that we worked in a space where
students could be their authentic selves.
In this leadership experience, I gained so many tangible skills that I will take with me into my
graduate studies and career. I learned conflict management, grew in my public speaking ability,
developed and implemented a curriculum, and learned how to lead a team consisting of people
from a multitude of different backgrounds. My proudest moment during orientation came on the
last day when the students compete in Olympic-style games against the other orientation teams.
Seeing my team take pride in being the Maroon Macarons, putting on maroon paint and tutus,
and chanting our battle cry is an experience that puts a smile on my face just thinking about it. It
was at this moment that I knew my team felt comfortable being at Fontbonne and wasn’t afraid
to be goofy in front of their peers. This was when I realized the importance that orientation plays
in a person’s transition from high school life into their collegiate journey.
The bonds that I made on my team lived on way past the time of orientation and still are strong
today. Throughout the past three years, I’ve watched the members of my freshmen orientation
team make their mark on Fontbonne. Whether that be through organizational, athletic, or
academic involvement, each of them has contributed their unique gifts and talents for the
betterment of the Fontbonne community. Seeing them take on college life and still check in with

me periodically is something that still brings me joy. This team is only a year younger than me
so as I graduate, they will be entering their senior year. I am so proud of each of them
individually for the way they have spent their time at Fontbonne and I cannot wait to be at their
commencement, continuing to cheer them on every step of the way.
Artifact 2 Leadership

Photos from time spent as WING Orientation Leader

Graduate School: Admit One
As I lived my life I always was the type of person to ask myself what was next. I always needed
a plan and enjoyed routine, predictability, and things that were expected. Therefore I liked the
progression of knowing that after high school, came college, but once I got to college, I had the
realization that I needed to start making critical decisions on what came next for me.
To be a practicing Speech-Language Pathologist (SLP) certified by the state and professional
governing body, a master’s degree is required. Due to the nature of our work in making clinical
diagnoses and engaging in treatment with vulnerable individuals, an advanced degree is required.
So I knew pretty early into my college career that graduate school was the next logical step for
me, but I had no idea how that was going to look.
I was presented with more options than I would like to even have when it came to choosing the
next big step in my life. I had to choose a school that best served my needs personally while
setting me up for my professional life. As part of my focused commitment to academics
throughout my undergraduate journey, I was afforded the opportunity to have direct admission
into the SLP program at Fontbonne. Once I officially got this acceptance, I thought this was the
end of my journey. My plan was made and the path was now clearer for the journey that I was
about to embark on.
But little did I know at the time; this path would soon become foggy and the road ahead seemed
unclear. As part of the direct admission requirements, a student has to attain a letter grade no
lower than a B in any of their communication sciences/disorders classes. During the fall semester

of my senior year, I got off to a bad start in one of my classes due to no one else’s fault other
than my own. I didn’t prepare adequately for a test and I failed it. I had made it all the way to my
senior year without this happening, so this failure seemed like it was the determiner of my fate.
This could not have happened at a worse time because while everyone else was working on
graduate school applications, I wasn’t due to my previously held direct-admit status.
After this happened, I was determined that I could get my grade up in the class by the end of the
semester. But I couldn’t be one-hundred percent sure of this sentiment as this course was based
solely on tests. All it would take is one more bad grade on a test for me to officially lose my
direct admit status. After stress, tears, and sleepless nights, I realized that I had to face the reality
that I needed to apply to more SLP graduate programs because I wasn’t a shoo-in at Fontbonne
any longer. I had to dedicate my time and really prioritize this course above all other things if I
wanted to end up at Fontbonne for my graduate studies. I spent hours bouncing back and forth
from studying, to filling out tedious graduate school applications to other universities.
Ultimately, everything did work out in my favor, as I was able to pass the class with the grade
that I needed to maintain my direct admit status. But this failure was a fail forward because I
gained a valuable lesson from it that I will take with me as I enter my graduate studies. While I
want the path ahead to be clear and always have the answers that just isn’t life. The years ahead
of me with graduate school and then entering my professional career as an SLP are sure to be
filled with uncertainty. Instead of dreading that and stressing myself out, causing undue anxiety,
I need to embrace the unknown. I need to learn to live in the moment more often and be okay
with not knowing what comes next. Life is unpredictable and is sure to throw me more
curveballs. There will be times when I fail. I will continue to fail, but the most important thing
that I can do is to learn from these failures and use them to guide my future directions.

Artifact 1 Occupation

Portion of my direct admit letter into the SLP Graduate program at Fontbonne University.

Professional Philosophy
If you asked me what I wanted to be when I grew up, the answers would range from teacher to
police officer, or maybe even occasionally a nurse. A speech-language pathologist was never an
answer that you would’ve received from me, partially because I didn’t know what the profession
was or how to even say that. But the common thread that runs through all of the answers that you
would’ve received from me, includes a desire to work in a profession that helps others. I grew up
in a household that instilled values in me of putting others before myself and encouraging me to
share my talents and gifts with others. I remember hearing the sentiment, “if you love what you
do, then you will never work a day in your life.”
As I enter my professional career as a future speech-language pathologist, I carry with me a
professional philosophy that will guide my clinical decisions and the interactions that I have with
clients. I want the clients that I work with to reach their full potential and be the best versions of
themselves upon no longer needing my services. In reviewing SLP research, I have read
numerous first-hand accounts of the psychosocial elements that play a part in communication
disorders. Asking a client to come into a therapy room and bring forth their most vulnerable self,
is something that is hard and taxing on a client.
I want my practice to be inclusive for all. I view my leadership activities at Fontbonne as
learning opportunities to gain transferable skills that I will incorporate into my professional
practice. At Fontbonne, I’ve had deep conversations with people who don’t think, talk, or act like
me. These experiences taught me that my worldview is only one worldview and the way that I
navigate the world, isn’t the same for others.
I take my role as a future healthcare provider very seriously and know the weight that each of my
decisions carry. Ethics will play a major part in my career, where I always ensuring that I can
rationalize the approach that I take to therapeutic services and the instruments that I use in my
practice. As a field, we often get hyper-focused on writing goals and checking them off as
completed. But in reality, we are treating human beings who bring a range of experiences, life
values, and emotions into the therapy room with them. This simply cannot be ignored, or else the
goals will not be achieved in the most effective way. I strive to build rapport with my clients,
getting to know each of them as individuals before I start treatment.

Fontbonne has been the place where I have developed this professional philosophy and how I
want to structure my practice. Fontbonne has taught me to be a life-long learner. This is the most
valuable lesson I’ve learned here, and it will be instrumental in my occupational
practice. Speech-Language Pathology is a science-based field with technological and medical
advancements. In a way to always ensure that I am being the best professional and clinician with
my clients, I need to know that my learning is never done. Fontbonne has been a place where I
have started to embrace this and realize that I have not only learned while being here, but I have
also gone through the very important process of unlearning. Unlearning previous biases or
notions that I held out of pure ignorance and truly educating myself about the world around me.
This is a process that will never be complete, for although communication disorders are
considered a science, I consider my therapeutic practice an art. And just like an artist, I need to
find moments to step back, analyze, and look at the bigger picture of my art to be the best SLP I
can be for those that I provide services to.

Moving Fontbonne Forward
When Fontbonne truly became my second home I knew that I had to find a way to connect with
the university on a deeper level and give back to the institution that gave so much to me. After
all, it aligned with Fontbonne’s mission to serve the neighbor and I had a passion for making
Fontbonne the same wonderful place that I knew it to be to all students who attended. It was for
this exact reason that I decided to use my strengths and voice as a student leader on campus to
serve as a student representative on two committees with the will to make Fontbonne an
inclusive place to live and learn for generations to come.
The first committee that I was appointed to was the strategic planning committee. It was through
this work that I served as the liaison between the student body and executive leadership of the
university, including student-centered imperatives. I took my role with the strategic planning
committee very seriously and wanted to gain as much feedback as I could to share with the
committee. It wasn’t my personal interests or agenda that I was serving, but truly what was best
for the student body as a whole. I knew that to do this, I needed to have various conversations
with a plethora of constituent groups. Through the use of multiple open forums with students,
conversations with the student government, and just generally making myself available, I was
able to provide the executive leadership team with a list of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats to the university as seen from the student perspective.
Throughout my work on the strategic planning committee and being a student leader on campus,
I was then asked to serve on the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) committee. It was in this
work that I truly saw actionable items that I was helping advance to make the university a better

and more welcoming place for all. The work done by this committee isn’t always the most
glamorous. There are hard conversations, differing viewpoints, and at times, vociferous
opposition in these meetings, which makes DEI efforts tiring. But what truly kept me going and
lit a fire under me to continue was knowing that the service I was doing was advancing the
university. I was able to bring my perspective to the table and also champion and amplify the
voice of minority students who weren’t being treated equitably on campus. It was in this work
that I found my service to be valuable and necessary to the life and longevity of Fontbonne.
The lesson that these service opportunities gave me are ones that I know I will take with me
when my time at Fontbonne comes to a close. Service isn’t always fun. It’s not easy and takes
willpower and faith to keep going. It’s not about the shiny new line that you get to add to your
resume or the appreciation that you may or may not receive from those that you serve. Service is
truly making yourself available, even when you don’t feel like you have the time. It’s about
listening to everyone’s experiences, even though they may differ from the ones that you’ve had.
Service is about taking something and using your gifts and talents to make it better. Service can
be draining, time-consuming, and tiring. But at the end of the day, service is truly about leaving
behind a legacy. I leave Fontbonne with the hope and belief that I spent my four years making
the institution a better place for all, while understanding the work that still needs to be done. In
my time on the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee, a Bias Incident Response Team was
created and will be rolled out in the fall of next year. We have taken a serious look at
programming on campus to ensure we represent the diversity of our student body, and have
identified current policies and practices that don’t benefit all. However, I don’t leave behind
completed work. There are still steps that need to be taken to ensure our campus is and remains
to be an inclusive place for all. To do this, it will take a series of choices, which are hard, but
they must be made. One must look at the people that they are serving, the cause they are
championing, and the impact that they want to have, and always keep that in the forefront. If you
always remember why you started to serve and why you took that first step, then service is
something that can be truly fulfilling and a great use of the time spent doing so. I leave
Fontbonne with a seed planted, and I hope to see this seed continue to be nurtured, watered, and
grow into a beautiful tree where Fontbonne becomes a place for all.
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Being Comfortable With Discomfort
During the first semester of junior year, as part of the TELOS honors program, I enrolled in a
special topics course entitled “Dialogue Across Differences: Race.” Before enrolling I knew
myself to be a white male and recognized areas where I had privilege compared to the areas in
which I may belong to a non-dominant or target group, such as being an identifying member of
the LGBTQ community. However, this course truly made me apply my critical thinking skills

and showed me that the way I had been living my life, isn’t the way that I wanted to continue
living.
I consider myself a pretty knowledgeable person regarding social issues and understanding how
they impact the world and different groups of individuals. However, the true humbling came
when I was faced with the question, “so you know all these inequitable systems exist in our
world, what are you doing about it?” It’s a question that had never crossed my mind. I had to sit
in my own discomfort and realize how loud my inaction was perpetuating unjust systems.
I didn’t sit long though. This class taught me how to engage in meaningful and productive
dialogue, and about cycles of socialization that made us who we are today. I heard painful stories
from my peers about how they are treated unfairly in ways that I have never experienced myself.
This injustice opened my eyes. I then decided to sign up to become a peer facilitator for this class
the following semester. This position entailed working with a peer who held different social
identities than I did to disrupt the traditional teacher versus student power dynamic.
In this role, my partner and I developed a curriculum about a book that we chose for the class to
read, guided the class to single out a social issue and how they eventually would take action, and
listened and empathized to each student’s individual story. This class was a different format than
any other college course. It didn’t entail hours of students being the passive receivers of
information but focused on building a classroom community through meaningful dialogue to talk
about issues that are frequently pinned as “taboo” or “off-limits.”
Taking the course the second time as a peer facilitator, rather than a student, opened my eyes to
so many more social issues that I was unaware of. In watching the development of students in the
class grow into socially competent and just students, my partner and I often did not recognize our
own growth. When we led class discussions, we were learning just as much from the class as
they were learning from us. This solidified for me that learning is a process that truly is never
over. It reminds me of a quote by John C. Maxell, “the greatest enemy of learning is knowing.”
By thinking you already know something you are ignoring the possibility to learn even more, or
having your “truth” debunked. A lot of the work in social justice is about learning new
information, but that is also coupled with a series of unlearning. Unlearning how the systems we
were brought up in wired our brains to think. Unlearning the polished, white-washed history
books that were provided in our suburban schools.

As I write this today, I am acknowledging that my journey is far from over. I will never again be
rigid in my beliefs or things that I think know because that leaves the door to learning forever
closed. I will continue to learn from my peers and take it upon myself to go a step further and
take action when I learn about something that isn’t right, equitable, or just. Our world is a crazy,
inequitable place, but think of what could happen if people took action and demanded change
from those in power. We might start to take steps in the right direction to creating a world that is
inclusive to all.
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